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The steady, colisionless, slender ﬂow of a magnetized plasma into a surounding vacuum is
considered. The ion component is modeled as mono-energetic, while electrons are assumed
Maxwelian upstream. The magnetic ﬁeld has a convergent-divergent geometry, and atention is
restricted to its paraxial region, so that 2D and drift efects are ignored. By using the conservation
of energy and magnetic moment of particles and the quasi-neutrality condition, the ambipolar
electric ﬁeld and the distribution functions of both species are calculated self-consistently, paying
atention to the existence of efective potential bariers associated to magnetic miroring. The
solution is used to ﬁnd the total potential drop for a set of upstream conditions, plus the axial
evolution of various moments of interest (density, temperatures, and heat ﬂuxes). The results
iluminate the behavior of magnetic nozzles, plasma jets, and other conﬁgurations of interest,
showing, in particular, in the divergent plasma the colisionless cooling of electrons, and the
generation of colisionless electron heat ﬂuxes.VC2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
[htp:/dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4919627]
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of steady or transient plasma expansions
has long atracted atention due to its fundamental impor-
tance for many applications. Despite its relative simplicity,
the problem involves certain conceptual difﬁculties, particu-
larly in explaining the mechanism by which electrons can—
against the potential ﬁeld gradient—folow the accelerated
ions in a vacuum plasma expansion. Despite early feasibility
concerns when Ion Engines were ﬁrst developed,1,2expan-
sions of this sort are now routine in many ﬁelds. With the
advent of powerful simulation tools, modelers have been
able to show that indeed, a steady colision-free expansion is
possible,3but by their nature, these simulations do not fuly
disclose the mechanisms that are involved. They do, how-
ever, ilustrate the importance of a trapped electron popula-
tion that develops during the start-up transient.
Among the basic persistent difﬁculties, there is the fact
that simple closures of the ﬂuid equation hierarchy have failed
to produce a model for the heatﬂuxes in the absence of coli-
sions, so that one is forced to adopt ad-hoc electron tempera-
ture models, like isothermal, polytropic, or adiabatic. The
isothermal assumption is atractive because, aside from its sim-
plicity that leads to the Boltzmann relationship between den-
sity and potential, it is justiﬁable if the distribution remains
close to Maxwelian. However, it is easy to show that an iso-
thermal electron population, being a local inexhaustible source
of thermal energy, leads to unbounded acceleration of the
plasma. For the same reason, an isothermal model fails to pre-
dict a ﬁnite total potential drop along the plume, even though
only a ﬁnite amount of thermal energy is initialy available.
Preliminary analyses of ion and electron thermodynamics
efects on the plasma expansion through a magnetic nozzle
(MN) were investigated by Merino and Ahedo.4It seems
physicaly clear that the electron and ion temperatures must
eventualy drop to zero or near zero, but a simple adiabatic law
cannot be kineticaly justiﬁed, and no rigorous alternative has
emerged. Aside from the intrinsic interest of these questions,
knowledge of the electron temperature to be expected far
downstream from the source is technologicaly important if
this distant plasma is to be in contact with sensitive surfaces.
Liemohn and Khazanov5provide a review of the extensive
Astrophysics literature related to this problem. These authors
also present a model that is, in some respects, similar to ours,
but does not impose quasi-neutrality. Areﬁev and Breizman6
also consider this problem, including quasi-neutrality, via an
efective potential for paraxial electron motion, which is an
equivalent alternative to the approach employed here. They
discuss the existence of a “decoupled” electron population, cut
of by a magneticaly induced potential energy barier. This
appears to be a reference to a trapped electron population,
which is a possibility we also consider; however, the approach
of Ref.6tothis population is obscure, invoking a downstream
“expansion wave,” apparently unsteady, that somehow con-
nects to the steady near-throat ﬂow, and which is said to add
momentum to the plasma even past its ful expansion.
In this paper, we consider what is possibly the simplest
model capable of providing rigorous answers to these ques-
tions. The basic assumptions are: (a) magnetized electrons
and ions; (b) slender geometry, basicaly that of one mag-
netic streamtube; (c) magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle starting and end-
ing at zero intensity, with a peak that deﬁnes the throat; (d)
Maxwelian electrons at the source, with the steady spatial
distribution being one of the results of the calculation; (e) ex-
istence of a population of trapped electrons in some portion
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of the energy-magnetic moment map; (f) mono-energetic
ions, isotropic at the source; (g) no ionizing or scatering col-
lisions; (h) quasi-neutrality throughout; and (i) zero net cur-
rent, or a prescribed net curent.
The neutrality condition is satisﬁed by a unique self-
consistent plasma potential proﬁle along the nozzle. More
speciﬁcaly, the magnetic ﬁeld is found to have a unique rela-
tionship to the plasma potential, so that al other quantities can
be expressed as functions of the local potential, with no refer-
ence to the particular dependence of that potential on axial
distance. The ﬁnite total potential drop between the two mag-
netic ﬁeld end points is one of the important results of the
model; it depends on the initial electron temperature, and it
deﬁnes the asymptotic ion velocity, which, in the propulsion
context, gives the speciﬁc impulse of the device. Since the elec-
tron and ion distribution functions are computed for each loca-
tion, al moments are directly calculable as wel. This includes
the perpendicular and paralel temperatures of both species, and
the electron heat ﬂux, with its two contributions due to random
transport of perpendicular and paralel random energy.
This work is motivated by the current research work in
some space plasma thrusters that use a MN to guide and
accelerate the plasma jet. These electrodeless, curent-free
thrusters (in contrast to the mature Ion and Hal thrusters that
use an external cathode to neutralize the ion beam) difer
from each other basicaly on the plasma production stage.
For instance, the helicon plasma thruster, which has been
broadly developed in diferent institutions during the last
decade,7–10uses a helicon source to produce and heat the
plasma, which is then accelerated in a MN.11 The
VASIMR12,13uses a helicon source to produce the plasma,
an Ion Cyclotron Resonance stage to heat it, and a MN to
ﬁnaly accelerate the hot plasma beam. A last example is the
ECR (Electron Cyclotron Resonance) plasma thruster,14
which combines the use of an ECR plasma source and a MN.
The paper is organized as folows: SectionIisdevoted
to the formulation of the kinetic model, leading to an integral
equation for the potential distribution as a function of the
magnetic ﬁeld distribution. In Sec.II,we explain the itera-
tive method of solution of this equation. The results are pre-
sented in Sec.IV,where the various moments of the electron
and ion distributions are calculated from their distribution
functions, and parametric sweeps are shown for the initial
electron and ion temperatures, the ion-to-electron mass ratio,
and the overal curent caried by the jet. In Sec.V,we take
a critical look at the assumptions and discuss the limitations
and potential extensions of the method.
I. FORMULATION
In this section, the formulation of the model is summar-
ized. We split it into SubsectionsIA–ID,each one describ-
ing ion and electron densities, and the neutrality and curent
conditions.
A. The ion density
The general approach, and much of the notation, is simi-
lar to that used in Ref.15forthe related problem of a mag-
netic cusp. In that work, the electron population was fairly
wel conﬁned (by both, the electrostatic and magnetic ﬁelds),
and the smal fraction absorbed by the wal was neglected,
leading to an isothermal and isotropic Maxwelian electron
distribution. In contrast, the ions, although stil magneticaly
conﬁned, were accelerated by the pre-sheath potential drop,
and their distribution function was to be found. Two cases
were considered: one with a mono-energetic, isotropic ion
distribution at the source and one with a Maxwelian ion dis-
tribution at the source. It was found that the main results
were quite similar in both cases, with the exception of the
ion heat ﬂux, whose paralel energy part was zero in the
mono-energetic case, but non-zero in the Maxwelian case.
For application to our convergent-divergent geometry, we
notice in addition that, regardless of the distribution at the
source, the ion acceleration implies a gradual approach to a
beam-like distribution, close to a single energy as wel. We
therefore adopt for the ions, a simple mono-energetic source
distribution function
fi¼min14p
mi
2Ei1
1=2
dEi Ei1ð Þ; (1)
with normalizationÐÐÐfid3w¼n1 is the plasma density at
the reservoir,miis the ion mass,dis the Dirac delta andEi
the ion energy (mono-energetic here, and deﬁned at the res-
ervoirEi1). The equivalent ion temperature at the source is
T1 ¼ð2=3ÞðE1=kÞ, withk the Boltzmann constant.
Hereafter, subscriptse,i, wil refer to a property evaluated
for electrons and ions respectively, and1 wil refer to a
property given at the upstream reservoir. The magnetic
moment of a given ion is conserved along its trajectory
(li¼miw2?=2B¼const), and so its (conserved) energy canbe writen asEi¼miw2k=2þliBþe/, wherewkis the ve-locity component alongB,w?is the velocity component per-
pendicular toB, and/is the electrostatic potential at the
point where the magnetic ﬁeld is B. In what folows, we wil
take the source potential to be zero, so that/is generaly
negative. For a ﬁxedEi, the maximum magnetic moment at a
point is then
lim¼Ei e/B : (2)
This quantity has a minimum value at some point, in the con-
vergent portion of the magnetic channel, where/is faling
andBis increasing. We designate this minimum as
liTðEiÞ¼minflimðB;EiÞgatB¼BiTðEiÞ: (3)
Hereafter, al properties evaluated at that point are labeled
with the T subscript. Downstream of whereBiToccurs, only
ions withli<liTexist. Upstream ofBiT, there are ions withliT<li<limmoving withwk>0, as wel as those withthe same magnetic moment that have been bounced back by
the magnetic miror moving withwk<0. The ful distribu-
tion function is therefore a spherical segment shel in
velocity space, determined by the anglehi, as depicted in
Figure1.
Forthese mono-energetic ions, the average or mean
value of any quantityviis then
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hvi ¼n1ni
1
4p
mi
2Ei1
1=2ð1
0
ðhiEið Þ
0
vidEi Ei1ð Þ
2pwisinhidhidEi: (4)
In particular, forvi¼1, we obtain the ion density
ni¼n12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 e/Ei
s
6
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 e/þliTBEi
s0
@
1
A
¼n1
ﬃﬃBp
2 ﬃﬃEip
ﬃﬃﬃlimp 6 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃlim liTp ; (5)
where the upper sign applies upstream of whereB¼BiT,and
vice versa. This analysis is identical to that in Ref.15,except
that it now extends to the divergentB-ﬁeld side as wel.
B. The electron density
The formulation is, in principle, similar for electrons of
a particular energyEe, but important new efects occur when
the sign of the charge is reversed. As for ions, there is a max-
imum electron magnetic moment at the location where the
ﬁeld isBand the potential is/, namely,
lem¼Eeþe/B : (6)
But now the numerator is everywhere decreasing in the ﬂow
direction, and so a minimumleTðEeÞoflem—if it exists—must happen whereBis also decreasing, i.e., in the diverging
ﬁeld section. In addition, unlike the ion case, the numerator
of Eq.(6)maycross zero before the end of the channel. At a
location where the potential is/, electrons withEe< e/
must have been electrostaticaly bounced back upstream, and
this low energy range must be absent from the distribution,
or, equivalently,lemmust be positive.The behavior of the electron distribution function can be
understood with reference to Figure2,which advances some
of our numerical results.
For any given energy, no electrons can be present above
the corespondinglemline in Figure2,as this would imply anegative paralel kinetic energy. Also, as noted above,lemcrosses through zero whereEe¼ e/,oree¼U.
As Figure2alsoshows, the maximum magnetic moment
lemis monotonicaly decreasing for low enough energies,roughlyee<ee¼0:49 in this case. Since al electrons haveconstant positive magnetic moments, this means that elec-
trons below this energy wil be bounced back, and the distri-
bution wil be a complete spherical shel for al these
energies below the lineee¼ee.For energies betweeneeand unity (coresponding toelectrons that are just able to escape the nozzle), we can see
in Figure2theexistence of a minimum and a maximum of
lem. For these, the minimum,leT, plays a similar role asliTdoes for ions: any electron withee>eeandle>leTwil bebounced back upstream of the location where this minimum
happens. Electrons withle<leT can pass through thischoke point, but wil be bounced back as they reach the loca-
tion where their magnetic moment equals the locallem, pastthe maximum of thelemcurve. Since the higher magneticmoments have been excluded, these electrons have a distri-
bution in the shape of two symmetric spherical segments,
one limited by the anglehe¼sin1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃleT=lem
p and the other
by its supplementary anglep he.
For energies high enough to overcome the total potential
drop (Ee> e/out,oree>1), thelemcurve does not have a
FIG. 1. Ion distribution functions for the regions to the left and to the right
of whereB¼BiT(top ﬁgure, botom ﬁgure). Here,hi¼sin1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃliT=lim
p ,
andw¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2ðEi e/Þ=mip .hi¼hiT¼p=2 forlim¼liTatB¼BiT.
FIG. 2. The maximum local magnetic moment,l^em, versus potential drop,U, for various electron energies,ee. Energy and potential are normalized by
e/out, magnetic moment by e/out=Bmax. These results are forei¼Ei=kTe1 ¼0:1 andmi=me¼104.
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maximum, but diverges to inﬁnity as the exit is approached.
As a consequence, electrons with these energies that clear
the barier by havingle<leTcan escape into the far plumeand provide the neutralization for the accelerated ions.
The preceding discussion implies that those electrons
with less than escape energy (ee<1) and with magnetic
moment between the local maximumlemand its minimumupstream valueleT, i.e., those in the dome under one of thelemcurves in Figure2,should simply be absent from thepopulation. This is true if their only source is the upstream
plasma, from which they are isolated by the magnetic mir-
ror barrier. However, these electrons, if present, would be
also isolated (electrostaticaly) from the downstream envi-
ronment, and this raises the possibility for a trapped popu-
lation. Why this trapping might happen is a complex
question that would require a rigorous analysis of the
unsteady start-up process and of the possible trapping
mechanisms, including colisions. One potential scenario,
supported by the numerical results of Ref.3,isasfolows:
Assuming theBﬁeld is pre-established and that plasma is
suddenly introduced upstream and alowed to expand to
vacuum, one would ﬁrst see electrons, with their higher
random speeds, streaming out. This would produce a
strongly negative potential past the throat, until at a later
time the accelerated ions would arrive and start the neutral-
ization process. As the eventual quasi-neutrality is
approached, the transient local potential increase would
reduce the total energy of electrons and trap those that end
up below the rim of the potential energy trough that is
equivalent to the dome in the diagram of Figure2(the
potentialenergy invoked here is that for the effective axial
motion, namely,U¼ e/þleB).The implications of the preceding discussion are sum-
marized in the diagrams in the Appendix.
In our work, we have, in fact, made the trapping
assumption. As a consequence, as the Appendix makes clear,
for any non-escaping energy (Ee< e/out), the angular dis-tribution is a ful spherical shel. These electrons do not con-
tribute to any odd moment of the distribution, like the mean
axial velocity. For escaping energies, the angular distribution
mimics that for ions in Figure1:a spherical shel missing a
backwards segment for locations past whereleToccurs, andonly the forward segment past this point.
Vlasov’s equation states that the distribution function is
conserved along particle trajectories, and so it must be a
function of the constants of the motion. There are two such
constants in our case,Eeandle, and since at the source, the
distribution function is Maxwelian and depends only onEe,
this same dependence must apply everywhere, provided the
local conditions can be connected to the source by a continu-
ous trajectory. Thus the electrons distribution function is
writen as,
gEeð Þ¼n1 me2pkTe1
3=2
exp EekTe1 : (7)
Te1 is the electron temperature deﬁned at the source. For
electrons, the moment of a generic quantityveis then
hvei¼n1ne
me
2pkTe1
3=2ð1
0
ðheEeð Þ
0
veexp EekTe1
2pwesinhedhedEeme: (8)
Takingve¼1, the local electron density at a location wherethe potential is/and the magnetic ﬁeld isBcan now be
writen down after performing the angular integration as
ne¼ n1ﬃﬃpp kTe1ð Þ3=2
2
ðe/out
e/
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃEeþe/
p exp EekTe1 dEe
"
þ
ð1
e/out
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃEeþe/
p 6 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃEeþe/ leTB
p
exp EekTe1 dEe; (9)
wherethe factor of two in the ﬁrst line (energies below
escape) accounts for the two possible signs of the paralel
velocity for each energy. Subscript “out” refers to a property
evaluated far downstream, at the end of the expansion, say
/!/out. In the second line, the positive sign appliesupstream ofBeTðEeÞ, and vice-versa. The integration cover-
ing the non-escaping range does not involveleTðEeÞ, andcan therefore be performed analyticaly, so that(9)canbe
rewriten as
ne
n1 ¼exp
e/
kTe1 erf
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e/ /outð Þ
kTe1
s
2ﬃﬃpp exp
e/out
kTe1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e/ /outð Þ
kTe1
s
þ 1ﬃﬃpp kTe1ð Þ3=2ð1
e/out
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃEeþe/
p 6 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃEeþe/ leTB
p
exp EekTe1 dEe: (10)
Asin the case of a cusp with Maxwelian ions, treated in
Ref.15,the difﬁculty that arises in evaluating these integrals
is that the dependence ofleTonEeis not knowna-prioributdepends on the global solution of/ðBÞ. We return to this
point in Sec.II.
C. The neutrality equation
Considering Eq.(5)togetherwith Eq. (10),we obtain
the equation that relates/toB. For convenience, we normal-
ize variables as folows:
b¼ BBmax;U¼
/
/out;ei¼
Ei
kTe1;ee¼
Ee
je/outj;
l^i¼liBmaxje/outj;l^e¼
leBmax
je/outj;W¼
je/outj
kTe1 :
(11)
According to this normalization,Uranges from 0 (far upstream)
to 1 (far downstream) andW—the dimensionless total potential
drop—is a parameter to be determined. The neutrality condition
can now be writen in non-dimensional form as
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þWeiU
s
6
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þWeiU
W
ei^liTb
s
¼2 exp WUð Þ
erf ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃW1 Uð Þp 4ﬃﬃpp exp Wð Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃW1 Uð Þp
þ2W
3=2
ﬃﬃpp
ð1
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃee U
p 6 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃee U l^eTb
p exp Weeð Þdee:
(12)
Aside from the double-valued functionUðbÞ, there are sev-
eral parameters in this equation that need to be determined
for a valid solution:
(a) The parameter^liT, which satisﬁes Eq.(3).This guaran-tees that the second radicand on the ion side of Eq.(12)
isnon-negative. The change of sign is made at the sin-
gle point where this radicand reaches its minimum zero
value, namely, atbiT, somewhere along the convergingﬁeld side.
(b) The function^leTðeeÞ, for electrons withee>1. Thismust be such as to satisfy the deﬁnition l^eTðeeÞ¼minf^lemðee;UÞg, namely,l^eTðeeÞ¼minfðee UÞ=bg. It can be seen from Eq.(12)thatthis guarantees
for aleethe non-negativity of the radicand inside the
ee-integral. At the locationbeT(on the diverging ﬁeldside), the radicand takes its minimum value of zero at
the energyee¼eeT.
(c) The parameterW, which—in analogy to the potential
drop through a sheath—determines the ratio of total
ion to electron curent.
D. The current condition
Since total curent is a free parameter, ion and electron
ﬂuxes must be computed separately and combined to yield
the given net curent. Dimensionless momenta are deﬁned
and computed in Sec.IV,but ion and electron ﬂux expres-
sions, in particular, are advanced here, since they are
invoked in the discussion of the numerical method in Sec.II
C^i¼ Wﬃﬃﬃ8eip b^liT;
C^e¼ mi2pme
1=2
W2b
ð1
1
l^eTexp Weeð Þdee:
(13)
The quantityn1cs, withcs¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃkTe1=mi
p , has been taken as
the ﬂux reference to normalize both ion and electron ﬂuxes,
C^iandC^e. The net current is proportional to the diference
C^¼C^i C^e. Curent-free plasma wil be assumed hereafter
in this work,^C¼0.
II. METHOD OF SOLUTION
The basic scheme used to solve Eq.(12)is:
(a) Discretize the magnetic ﬁeldbbetween 0 and 1.
(b) Guess a value of the overal potential dropW.
(c) Postulate a double-valued potential drop distribution
UðbÞ. Sincebhas its maximum at some value ofU, the
functionUðbÞshould start atU¼0 forb!0 (far
upstream), turn back atb¼1, and then continue rising
toU¼1 when b approaches zero again (far
downstream).
(d) Calculate the function^lim¼ðei=WþUÞ=band ﬁnd itsminimum valuel^iT.(e) For each of a number of electron energies within the
range 1<ee<1, calculatel^em¼ðee UÞ=bandﬁnd its minimum value^leT.(f) For each discretized valuebj, use the Laguere-Gaussquadrature method to calculate the integral term in Eq.
(12),and calculate others on the left (ion) side and on
the right (electron) side. Their relative diference,
dðbjÞ¼j1 neðbjÞ=niðbjÞj, is a measure of the remain-ing neutrality eror at that location,bj. The relative,rather than the absolute, eror is used because of the
strong decrease in the density along the expansion
(several orders of magnitude).
FIG. 3. Parametric analysis of (a) the minimum of thel^emcurves,^leTðeeÞ,(b) the position of this minimum in terms of the solutionbeTðUTÞ, and (c)the relation between the electron energy ant the potential where the mini-
mum is locatedUTðeeÞ. Results are for the folowing values of the dimen-
sionless parameters:ei¼0:1 andmi=me¼103;104;105. Arows indicate
mass ratio increasing.
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(g) The net ﬂux^C¼C^i C^eis also computed from the
guessed distributionUj. The curent condition is incor-
porated through theceror parameter:c¼C^ C^,
withC^ being the prescribed ﬂux diference (zero in
what folows).
(h) To quantify the overal eror, compute the modiﬁed
sum of squares,
D¼X
j
d2ðbjÞþmc2; (14)
over thebgrid. Here,mis a weighting factor chosen to
balance the neutrality and curent erors. A numerical
optimization method is then used to minimizeDover
the set of trial functionsUjðbjÞ, plus the trial value ofthe dimensionless total potential dropW. The numeri-
cal algorithm used is a trust region method based on in-
terior point techniques, as described in Refs.16and17.
Thismethod is very robust for solving the curent
problem, although this robustness penalizes somewhat
the convergence rate.
(i) The above process is iterated untilD , with 1
the numerical tolerance desired for the solution.
IV. MOMENTS AND RESULTS
Once the electric potential functionUðbÞand its total
dropWare determined, it is possible to compute moments of
the EDF and IDF (Eqs.4and8)in order to compute macro-
scopic variables: ion and electron densities, ﬂuxes, tempera-
tures, heat ﬂuxes, etc. The standard deﬁnitions for ions are
listed in Eqs.(15)through(18):
Ci¼niui¼nihwiki; (15)
kTik¼hmic2iki;with cik¼wik ui; (16)
FIG. 4. (a) and (b) Dimensionless magnetic ﬁeld as a function of normalized
electric potential, for several values of the mass ratiomi=meand the ion
energyei. In (a), the arow indicatesmi=meincreasing 103;104;105,ata
constantei¼0:1. In (b), the arow indicateseiincreasing, (0.01, 0.1, 1, 10)
at a constantmi=me¼104. (c) depicts the total potential dropW¼
e/out=kTe1 as a function ofeiandmi=me.
FIG. 5. (a) Dimensionless densityniðUÞ¼neðUÞat ion energyei¼0:1 for
mass ratiosmi=me¼103;104;105. Dashed lines show the Boltzmann equi-
librium density for comparison. (b) and (c) Ion Mach numberui¼ue(for
zero net curent), using the same mass ratios and ion energies as in Figure3.
Hereafter, asterisks indicate the magnetic throat locationUðb¼1Þ.
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kTi?¼hmiw2i?=2i¼Bhli; (17)
qik¼nihmic3ik=2i;qi?¼nihmiw2i?cik=2i: (18)
The same expressions can be used for electrons by replacing
subscriptsibye. For presentation, ion and electron ﬂuxes
are normalized withn1cswithcs¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃkTe1=mi
p , the ion
sound speed. Temperature is normalized withTi1 orTe1 for
ions and electrons respectively. The reference heat ﬂuxes are
qi1 ¼n1cskTi1 andqe1 ¼n1cskTe1.
For zero net curent, the dimensionless variables that
control the overal behavior of the plasma ﬂow through the
magnetic channel are the ion to electron mass ratio,mi=me,
and the ion energy to electron temperature ratio,
ei¼Ei1=kTe1. Accordingly, we obtain the solution for the
magnetic ﬁeld distributionbðUÞas a function of these two
parameters. First, we present in Figure3theparametric
behavior ofl^eTðeeÞ,beTðUTÞ, andUTðeeÞ, which have beennecessary for the computation of al moments.
The potential vs. magnetic ﬁeld results are depicted in
Figure4forthe usual condition of zero net curent. The total
electric potential dropWincreases for largermi=me. Note that
this drop would vary if the net curent condition was modiﬁed.
The densityniðUÞ¼neðUÞ(0th moment) and the ion ve-
locityui¼hwiki, or “ion Mach number,” are depicted in
Figure5.Since we also impose the zero-curent condition,
we have ue¼hweki¼ui. Density is compared with the
Boltzmann equilibrium prediction (dashed lines in Figure
5(a)),
ni=n1 ¼expðe/=kTe1Þ; (19)
showing that this law is accurate in the subsonic and moder-
ately supersonic part of the ﬂow, but loses its validity as one
moves forward along the expansion.
Figures6(a)and6(b)showthe total ion temperature
variationTi¼ð2=3ÞTi?þð1=3ÞTikalong the expansion for
various mass ratios and ion energies. Figure6(c)displays
theparalel and perpendicular temperatures separately.
From these results, we can conclude that ions become ani-
sotropic through the expansion: the paralel temperature
drops monotonicaly towards zero downstream, while the
perpendicular temperature folows roughly the magnetic
ﬁeld variation, mimicking the magnetic moment conserva-
tion, and reaching its maximum close tob¼1. An axial ion
beam of zero temperature is formed downstream (Ti!0
whenU!1). However, this is only true for the ion mono-
energetic model considered here, which does not alow any
velocity dispersion at the end of the expansion. The effect
of an energy dispersion is seen below in the electron tem-
perature (Figure7).
FIG. 6. (a) Ion total temperatureTi¼ð2=3ÞTi?þð1=3ÞTikas a function of
the electric potential dropU(along the expansion), and the mass ratio
mi=me¼103;104;105forei¼0:1. (b) The same quantity ploted in (a), but
varying the ion energy factorei¼½0:01;0:1;1;10formi=me¼104. (c)
Separate ion perpendicular and paralel temperaturesTi?ðUÞ;TikðUÞ, for
ei¼0:01 andmi=me¼103;104;105.
FIG. 7. (a) Total electron temperatureTeðUÞ, formi=me¼103;104;105and
ei¼0:1. (b) Electron perpendicular and paralel temperature—solid and
dashed lines, respectively. Al of them are for the same parameters in (a).
The abscissa scale in (b) has been modiﬁed to emphasize the lower bound of
TekðUÞwhenU!1.
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Figure7displaysthe electron temperature proﬁle and
points out the existence of electron colisionless cooling.
This cooling response, as wel as the loss of isotropy,
would not be present if electrons were wel conﬁned. The
perpendicular temperatureTe? approaches zero as the
magnetic ﬁeld decreases and the potential approaches its
limit, but the paralel componentTek tends to a ﬁnite
downstream limit. In this region, “hot” or energetic elec-
trons control this and other variables, because lower
energy electrons have been bounced back electrostaticaly.
These “hot” electrons are also the ones that ensure the
current-free condition. The electron cooling that occurs
here is a consequence of the partial depletion of the EDF
due to the electric potential barrier. This is also responsi-
ble for the loss of electron isotropy in the divergent side,
with the perpendicular temperature becoming progres-
sively smaler than the paralel temperature. It appears to
be also responsible for the ﬁnite limit of the paralel elec-
tron temperature: the electrons that escape to inﬁnity
(those withEe> e/out) preserve the energy dispersion
they had in the upstream reservoir. This lower bound on
the electron temperature is quite dependent on the ion to
electron mass ratio, and decreases as this mass ratio
becomes larger (see Figure7(b)).
Theheat ﬂuxes can be calculated by taking the 3rd
moment of distribution functions, according to Eq.(18).For
mono-energetic ions, the paralel heat ﬂux can be seen analyti-
caly to be zero,qik¼0. This result is shown in Figure8(a),
andis very useful as a check of the consistency of the solution
UðbÞ. For its part, the random paralel ﬂux of perpendicular
energyqi?ðUÞis negative everywhere along the expansion
(see Figures8(b),and8(c)).SincewehaveseenthatTi?ðUÞ
decreases in the forward direction beyond the throat, the usual
sign criterion of the Fourier heat transport law,q¼ K@xT,
does not apply here, although it would in the convergent seg-
ment, as noted in Ref.15(Kwould be the thermal conductiv-
ity). It is interesting to speculate as to whether this partial heat
ﬂux with the same sign as the coresponding temperature gra-
dient violates the 2nd law of thermodynamics. Presumably,
this is not so because it occurs only for one of the components
of the heat ﬂux and of the temperature of the whole ﬂuid.
Finaly, regarding electron heat ﬂuxes, the paralelqekand
perpendicularqe? contributions are presented in Figure9.
Althoughthe plasma is treated as colision-less,qekðUÞagrees
with the sign criterion of the Fourier law. Zero heat ﬂuxes are
obtained at both limits, inﬁnitely upstream and inﬁnitely down-
stream,qek!0whenU!1. The sharp maximum of the par-
alel component on the convergent region, and the peak of the
perpendicular one just at the throat position, cannot be satis-
factorily explained by these authors.
V. DISCUSSION
Because of the assumed presence of the trapped elec-
tron population, the inﬂuence of free electrons on the
FIG. 8. Ion paralel (a) and perpendicular (b) and (c) heat ﬂuxes. In (b),ei¼
0:1 and mi=me¼103;104;105. In (c), ei¼0:01;0:1;1;10 and
mi=me¼104.
FIG. 9. Paralel (a) and perpendicular (b) electron heat ﬂuxes.ei¼0:1 and
mi=me¼103;104;105.
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obtained results turns out to be marginal only. The excep-
tion, of course, is the odd moments i.e. mean velocity, for
which these free electrons are,in fact, the only contributors.
If the depletion of the trapped population was possible, or,
more generaly, if the trapping mechanism imposed a distri-
bution function different from that assumed here, a differ-
ent shape of the solutionUðbÞfor the relationship between
electric potential and magnetic ﬁeld would be obtained and
it is difﬁcult to predict how the results presented here would
be modiﬁed. We can, however, anticipate that a reduction
in the trapped population would cause an earlier degrada-
tion of the Maxwel-Boltzmann equilibrium along the mag-
netic channel, because the inﬂuence of free-electrons on the
computed electron density would be stronger and their
effects would be manifested before reaching the far ﬁeld of
the plasma expansion. Similarly, there would be a strong
impact on the electron temperature, presumably resulting in
less isotropy than the results presented here, which are
dominated by the isotropic conﬁned group.
Al macroscopic parameters are computed according to
the local distribution function of both ions and electrons.
And, this is determined self-consistently by the solution
UðbÞ. To beter ilustrate the evolution of the distribution
function along the magnetic channel, Figure10depictsg¼
gðwek;we?Þat several positions on the convergent side (labeled
byU¼0:004;0:02;0:06), magnetic throat (that coresponds to
U’0:1), and on the divergent side (labeled byU¼0:5;0:9),
for the nominal casemi=me¼104;ei¼0:1. These plots point
out several efects already mentioned: the loss cone or the
beam formation is clearly identiﬁed, and this justiﬁes the loss
of isotropy. Also, it is shown that even far downstream
(U¼0:9), a conﬁned (trapped or bounced to the source) elec-
tron population is stil there, preserving its isotropy. The deple-
tion of the distribution function, in terms of energies, exerted
by the efective potentialleB e/, is observable by theshorter peak of theg¼gðwek;we?Þ¼gðEÞsurfaces.
Our model assumes highly magnetized ions and elec-
trons. It is conjectured that most of the features uncovered
must be common to weakly magnetized or non-magnetized
vacuum expansions, although, except for numerical simula-
tions,3this has not been explored in detail. One avenue for
extending the work in that direction is the idea of an electro-
static invariant that was broached in our earlier work on cusp
ﬂows.15In that case, ions were seen to be funneled into the cusp
FIG. 10. Electron distribution function
g¼gðw?;wkÞat diferent locations:
convergent side (U¼0:004;0:02;
0:06, that coresponds tob¼0:1;0:5;
0:9, respectively), throat (orU¼0:1)
and divergent side (U¼0:5;0:9).
Electron speed is dimensionless
with the electron thermal speed
ce¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃkTe1=me
p .
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by the formation of a self-consistent potential wel due to the
magneticaly guided electrons. For our present purposes, in the
absence of magnetization, electrons are radialy conﬁned by the
potential hump forced by the inertial concentration of ions near
the axis, and a similar approach appears to be possible.
We assume here a magnetic ﬁeld distribution and shape
that is separately determined by coils or magnets. Under high
magnetic Reynolds number conditions, as in astrophysical jets,
the magnetic ﬁeld is in fact a self-consistent part of the solution.
However, since our results are parameterized withBregardless
of its spatial distribution,they remain valid in any case.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
For magnetized, colisionless ions and electrons, steady
solutions have been found for the expansion to vacuum of a
fuly neutralized plasma jet with zero net current. The elec-
tron density over most of the jet is dominated by conﬁned
electrons. On the divergent side, this is controled mainly by
the subgroup of trapped electrons that are isolated electro-
staticaly from the downstream environment and magneti-
caly from the upstream chamber. The smal fraction that
escapes provides the necessary electron ﬂux to keep a
curent-free plasma beam, a mandatory condition for al
electrodeless thrusters mentioned in the introduction. Ion and
electron distributions preserve their isotropy only over re-
stricted angular ranges at each energy; as a consequence,
heat ﬂuxes develop despite the absence of colisions. In addi-
tion, whole electron energy ranges are empty or only par-
tialy populated, and this leads to reductions of the various
temperatures towards the exit, causing the electron cooling
phenomenon. The total potential drop between reservoir and
exit conditions is calculated as part of the self-consistent so-
lution, and it scales with the electron/ion mass ratio in a sim-
ilar fashion to the known sheath potential drop. This is a
very important result because this bounded drop (ﬁnite accel-
eration of ions) is more reasonable than the unbounded
results predicted by isothermal or Maxwel-Boltzmann
expansion models, or the unjustiﬁed adiabatic-polytrophic
models used extensively in the literature. This ﬁnite drop is
also responsible of the kinetic electron cooling efect.
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APPENDIX: ANGULAR ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
FOR VARIOUS ENERGY RANGES
In this Appendix, the electron velocity distribution func-
tion is discussed, in terms of the angle formed by the velocity
vector and the paralel direction. The behavior depends on
the electron energy, deﬁning the folowing three ranges:
FIG. 11. Angular electron distribution function foree<ee<1.
FIG. 12. Angular electron distribution function foree>1.
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(a) Foree<ee, the distribution is a ful spherical shel.(b) Foree<ee<1, the shape of the distribution functiondepends also onleðee;UÞandleTðeeÞ. Figure11sche-maticalydetails this dependence.
(c) Foree>1, the shape is depicted in Figure12.
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